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JOSEPH AYRES.

VOL. XVI.

~N turning over the contents of a second-hand book-stall a
'f short time since, I came upon a treatise on Arithmetic by
one J oseph Ayres, formerly a master at Sherborne. As his
name is not mentioned in the list of Assistant Masters given
in the Sherborne Register, perhaps a short account of this
book may be interesting to readers of the Shirburnian. The
date of publication is not mentioned, but from internal
evidence (this is a good phrase, and reminds me of the days
when I used to take divinity notes) it appears to have first
seen light at the end of the last, or beginning of the present
century. and as the book under notice is the third edition, its
reception must have been gratifying to the author. The
title page is as follows :-

"The Young Gentleman's OommercialArithmetic, written
for the use of Schools and Private Tuition: being particularly
adapted to the various purposes of the present Improved
Methods of Trade; and containing several additions and
improvements. BJ·Joseph AJ'res, Teacher of the Mathematics

in the King's Free Grammar School, Sherborne,"
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•

It will be noticed from the above that Mr. Ayres was not

simply a mathematical master, but teacher of "the" mathe
matics; the wording seems strange, but doubtless it was a very
exalted position. The preface commences with an apology for
the author's temerity in publishing the work, but he continues,
" having, for many years past, had a great number of young
gentlemen (fancy the Head Master of to-day asking if there
were any" young gentlemen" late for roll! Truly" tempora
mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis") to instruct in accounts,
and but little time allowed for the same, I have been under the
necessity of laying down some plan which I soon found
to answer my expectation."

The book, which is 16mo, and comprises 182 pages, is
bound in brown calf, and although bearing no owner's name,
there are several marginal notes, SOIlle of which are amusing.
The following shows that the pupil was also somewhat
hypercritical. The rule-" An improper fraction is that which
wherein the numerator is equal to, or greater than, the
denominator," provokes :-" How can it be equal? It then is
expressed as a whole, no one talks of !!"

Perhaps some one can tell us more about J oseph Ayres ;
he was probably not a University man, as had he been so, he
would most likely have placed his degree after his name.

CORYMBO.
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nu IDcmoriam.

C.L.H.C.
E. W. P.

THEY are silent now, and sleeping far asunder,
In whose ears once used to ring the dear old chime;
But perchance its loving echoes reassured them,
As they laid them down to sleep for the last time.

Heard across the waste of waters, and the mazes
That the wakeful stars are threading- in the sky;
I wonder did that cadence of our school-days
Give its message as they laid them down to die.

Ah! the sleeper would have roused him when he heard it,
Would have waited-ears alert-until there came,
Heard as oft beneath the elm tree in the sunshine,
The Roll-call; and he answered to his name.

Far asunder-but the winds and waters idly
Rage between the sons, who once together strayed
Through the shadow of the cloister, till the Abbey
Chimed its summons, and together they obeyed.

Two sons of one dear mother-in tbe twilight
That falls 011 tired eyes, as from our games
We used to run-so you left life to answer,
While life was young, the calling of your names.

For us " they were, " from their own lips has come
The truer answer of their school-days, " Sum."

E. J. N.
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VICTOR TIMOTHY SAILLARD,

BORN OCT. 1St, 1877.

DIED MARCH 2nd, 1894.

FOOTBALL.

THE SCHOOL v. CHELTENHAM COLLEGE.

LMARCH,

This match, the first played between these schools, took
place at Cheltenham on December 9. The ground was
slippery and far from fast, and the home side won by a goal
and two tries to nothing, after a rather uneventful, though by
no means uninteresting,. game. Immediately on the ball
coming out of the first scrummage on the Sherborne twenty-five
line, Jones intercepted a pass from Honnywill, and scored a
try within a minute or so of the start, which was not improved
on. Very soon afterwards some smart passing among the
Cheltenham outsides enabled Wood to run round, and this time
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Middleton kicked a goal. Shortly afterwards a good dribble by
Cunningham, and an excellent run along the touch line by
Stevens, which he finished by passing to Ridout, who punted
well into touch, took the ball into the Cheltenham twenty-five.
From that time till near the end of the second half Sherborne
held their opponents, and the only other point was ;J try by
Chadbourn, too far down to convert. Stcvens and Ridout
saved well for Sherborne, and Partridge at full back stopped
Wood every time he reached him. Once before the end
Sherborne looked like getting in, after a fine dribble by Laurie,
which took the ball close up to their opponents' line, but they
appeared deficient in scoring power, though playing a good
defensive game. The same is true of Cheltenham, who missed
many chances of scoring. Orme and Stratton tackled well for
them, as did Whittall; the latter keeps the ball a little too long,

thereby jamming his wing threequarters on the touch line.
Sherborne has two very useful men in Stevens and Laurie.
Of their forwards, Young and Cunningham showed up most.
They must have all played pretty well to hold their distinctly
heavier antagonists. Sherborne were naturally rather bustled
at the start, but after the first ten minutes had little the worst
of the game. Besides the disadvantage of astrange ground, they
have only recently begun to play four threequarters, which
Cheltenham have done for eight or ten years. No doubt a dry,
fast gronnd would have suited Sherborne better.

Sherboyne School: Partridge (back), Stevens, Honnywill,
Day, Ridout (three-quarter backs), Laurie, vVyatt-Smith
(half-backs), Cunningham, Young, Atkinson, Prichard, Reid
Taylor, Dalton, Brennand, Dixon (forwards).

Cheltenham College: P. E. Middleton (back), J. D. K. Jones,
F. S. Orme, R. B. Wood, H. E. C. Whittall (captain) (three
quarter backs), J. \""1. Stratton, E. H. Stanley (half-backs),

Pollard-Lowsley, Stubbs, Talbot, Chadbourn, Tailyour,
}effrey, Dick-Cunyngham, Watson (forwards).
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SCHOOL v. OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

[MARCH,

This annual match was played on Saturday, December
16th. Although rain had been threatening it held off, and the
ground was in very fair condition. The a.s. team which Gould
brought down was one of the strongest that has ever been put
into the field, and though the School played up well they were
unable to keep the Old Boys from crossing their lines
five times. Cunningham kicked off from the National
School end, and Carey returned. A series of grovels were
then formed in neutral territory, and although the a.s. were
the better in the loose, the School got the ball nearly every
time in the tight, and Stevens, Laurie, and Day put in short
runs. The School forwards then kept the a.s. penned in their
twenty-five for some time, but were unable to break through
the excellent defence of their backs. Powys at length brought
relief by a dribble to half way. From the ensuing scrum Laurie
got possession and essayed a long pass to Stevens, which
pitched at his feet, and before he could pick it up Carey dashed
in, and ran down the field till he reached the back; he then
transferred to Baring-Gould, who had no difficulty in scoring
between the posts. Clare converted. The ball was again
re-started, but the School forwards seemed to have lost their
dash, and failed to get on the ball so often in the grovel.
Cochrane put in a strong run, but was brought down by
Stevens. Cunningham made a short run, but was collared by
Boucher, and Young and Prichard broke away, but the School
were worked back by their heavier opponents, who were
enabled to feed their backs more freely. The threequarters
were not slow to avail themselves of their opportunitie~.

Cochrane got the ball away to Carey, who made a fine run aIid
scored in good position, and Clare landed another goal
only a few minutes before half-time. Shortly after the
interval the ball was passed to Clare, who finished up a dodgy
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run down the touch-line with a try, which he again improved.
On changing ends the School played up hard, but were unable
to make much headway against their heavier opponents.
About midway through the second half Baring-Gould got the
ball from Carey; by a very pretty feint he managed to get
right through the School defence and scored near the posts; the
kick, however, went wide. Reid-Taylor dropped out, but the
Old Boys again returned to the attack, and Barry put in a
dribble. Stevens brought temporary relief by a high punt,
but about ten minutes before time Clare again ran in.
Baring-Gould's kick went just outside the post. Nothing
more was scored, and when" No side" was called the Old
Shirhurnians were left victorious by 3 goals and 2 tries (21

points) to nil.

Although the Old Boys ran up such a substantial score, the
game was hardly of a one-sided nature, heing fast and
interesting throughout. The Old Boys' forte lay in theIr
threequarters, who played splendidly together, their passing
being beautifully timed and accurate, and the tackling of the
quartette, which underwent a severe test during the first
twenty minutes, was very sound. The School three three
quarters were unable to cope with the Old Boys' four. Stevens,
who was the best, was always well marked by Carey and
Baring-Gould. The halves, conspicuous among whom was
Cochrane, were good on both sides. The Old Boys had a very
powerful and heavy pack, Gould and Barry being t'specially
noticeable for sterling work. The School forwards, although
considerably outweighted, played a plucky game, their heeling
during the first twenty minutes being very good, albeit they
did little or no screwing. Cunningham, Young, Prichard,
and Reid-Taylor were perhaps the best. Teams :-

Old Boys.-W. A. McEnery (back); R. L. Leigh-Clare,

G. M. Carey, C. S. Baring-Gould, and S. Boucher (three
quarters); G. L. Cochrane and H. P.-S. Devitt (halves);
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J. D. Gould (captain), R. A. Barry, A. Field, C. H. Wigan,

L. C. Powys, F. E. Everington, W. J. Bensly, and A. F.
Ranking (forwards).

School.-G. W. Honnywill (back); C. A. S. Ridout, J. E.
Stevens, and D. A. L. Day (three-quarters); H. Laurie and
A. Wyatt-Smith (halves); J. F. Cunningham (captain),
H. G. K. Young, W. H. Atkinson, A. W. H. Reid-Taylor,
R. G. M. Prichard, W. H. Dalton, W. A. Brennand, A. Dixon,
and Cruickshank (forwards).

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

We were glad to see the audience at the concert on the last night
of the Christmas Term enriched by the presence of Mr. Rhoades
and Mr. Parker and a large number of O.SS. The compositions of
these two gentlemen were very prominent at the Concert, and we
hope that they were gratified at the way in which they were per
formed and received. "Young Tamlane," by Mr. Parker, was pro
duced this evening for the second time in Sherborne, it having
been performed before by the Town Musical Society, which
had a short but not inglorious term of life some time ago. Reid
Taylor, ma., sang the tenor solos. and very efficiently. too; we shall
be appreciably worse off without him, and this was unfortunately
his last appearance. Park and Falconer took the parts of Janet
and the Fairy; of the two Park has the more confidence, but there
was only a trifling hitch in their singing this evening, and they had
undoubtedly worked hard to present the music properly. The
chorus singing was rather wanting in precision and attack at first,
but when the choir had exhausted their interest and curiosity as
to the ladies' dresses (so we may suppose) they sang well, and the
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last chorus was admirably together. The practicing of "Young
Tamlane" had been found very interesting to the members of the
choir, as had that of "Silvia" before, but the former is
undoubtedly the greater work, equally melodious, but more
stirring and dramatic. We shall certainly hear this Cantata
again in the Schoolroom, and that before very long.

To the band we must again give great praise: the Selections
from Gounod's Faust in particular were really very good, and
found favour accordingly.

A new tune had been written for the Football Song by Mr.
Parker, and the XV. came forward (their first appearance on any
platform) to sing the greater part of it in person. Not only was
their quality of tone surprisingly good, but we are credibly in
formed that their stalwart proportions created a very strong feeling
of interest in the body of the room, and as Mr. Parker had-not
without some use of his old caustic humour-drilled them well in
the niceties of his music, the song was a great success, and of
course encored. The Society owes Mr. Parker hardly less now
than when he was its conductor, and we hope that he will often
be able to come down and look after his old pupils here at Sher
borne. Nor ought we to forget the help which Greenstreet gave
us on the Organ. He, too, will be heartily welcome whenever he
can help us. Programme:-

I. SPANISH CHANT.

2. SOLEllN CAROL FOR CHRISnrASTIDE

3. YOUNG TXllLANE

4-. SELECTIONS FROM FAL"ST ••

5. FOOTBALL SONG

6. CARMEN

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

fIR.
t L.N.P.

L N. Parker.

Go/mod.

l }·R.
. L.N.P.

E.Jf.Y.
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THE LIBRARY.

[MARCH,

Extracts from the Governors' Minute Book relating to the
Library.

" May 8th, 1676. This day in the presence of Dc. Highmore,
Warden of the Schoole, Mr. Whetcombe, Senr., Mc. Home, Mr.
Thomson, Mr. Whetcombe, Junr., Mr. Barker, Mr. Foyle,
Mr. Connington, Mr. Avoak, Mr. Smith, Mr. Eastment, and
Mr. White, it was ordered yt the saide Warden shall bee
impowred to finish the library forthwth according as in his
judgmnt he shall thinke expedient."

"Oct. 19th, 1687. This Day in ye presence of Robert
Wier, Warden, John Whetcombe, Robert Avoke, Hugh Hodges,
John Eastment, John Fisher, John Oake, Henry Durnford,
Reynold Pond, Alexander Williams, Henry Hooper, John
Partridge, Barucke Fox, and Samuel Napper, there was taken
out of the Schoole Chest ye Sum of Fifty Pounds in part of
Payment for Bookes bought for ye Schoole Library, The
Particulars whereof will more fully appeare by ye said Wardens
Acct."

" Dec. I 7th, I 690. Ordered, that the Warden doe this yeare
Layout ye sum of Fifty Pounds in Bookes to be disposed for the
Encrease of ye Schoole Library, And that he takes ye Advise and
Direction of Mr. Thomas Curgenven, ye now Master of the
Schoole, what Bookes will be most convenient for that Purpose."

In the statutes of 1592 no mention of the Library is made,
but in those of 1679 the following occurs:

" La~t1v, it is Ordered that the Master shall take the Charge
and care of the Library, Hee shall not permitt any to goe in that
shall doe any prejudice to ye Bookes or place, Hee shall not
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suffer any that comes to Reade there, to cutt out any thinge or
any way deface any Booke, Hee shall see the Names of the
BenefactrS and Bookes fairly ingrossed in a Booke for that
purpose; And the bookes fastned wth convenient chaines at the
charge of the founder. As likewise that the place and bookes be
kept very cleane from dust and filth; the windows well glazed;
for all weh hee shall give an Acco~ to the Warden at Michass
And receive what money hee shall disburse that way or oftner if
need be."

Down to the year 1725 all books in the Library were chained
to the shelves except six, five of which were Dictionaries and the
sixth" A Noble CoIl: of Maps, Gift of ye Learned Th: Windham
Esq." The last chained book is the 8h vol. of Du Pin's
Ecclesiastical History, London, I725,-a gift of William the
" good Lord Digby:'

A MS. catalogue of the Library exists, the date of which
cannot be later than 1695 nor earlier than 1694-. It is evidently
a copy of an older catalogue, and the book in which it is written
is ex dono Hug: Hodges Argri. This Hugh Hodges was the
grandson of Hugh Hodges, Warden of the School, who on the
IOth of August, 1650, got" workmen to take downe the Kinges
Armes over the schole door and at the south end of the schole
house, it being commanded, and required by Captayne Helyar, a
captayne for the Parliament, to be done."

The son of Hugh Hodges of 1650 was also called Hugh;
he was a governor of the school for many years, and was warden
in 1670, and again in 1683; he was made a Bencher of Lincoln's
Inn in 1685, and Serjeant-at-law in 1686; he was also Recorder
of Bridport, and member for that borough 1685-7. He died in
1693. Among the books which he gave to the Library is the
fine copy of Matthew Paris, London, 1571. Prof. E. A. Freeman,
Norman Conquest, Vol. 1., p. 1#, alludes, .among others, to this

very edition as evidence of "the revived study of our early
history" at the period of its publication.
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That this catalogue was made not later than 1695 is proved
as follows :-The catalogue does not begin till page 14-, and on
page 13 there is " An account of the Goods weh doe belong to
the Schole," with the date 1695. The catalogue is written, for
the earliest entries, all in one hand, and apparently at one
sitting, and the latest book catalogued is Euripides, Barnes.
Cambridge, 1694-. Therefore the date is 1694--1695. This
catalogue was evidently the Master's, and it was probably made
for Mr. Gerard, who became Master in ,695. In 1720 it was
overhauled and brought up to date when Mr. Wilding became
Master, and again in '733, when Mr. Gaylard succeeded Mr.
Wilding, and again in 1751, when Mr. Hill became Master. It
does not appear to have been touched again till 18°7, when on
the 8th Sept. Mr. Langdon and the Rev. J. Parsons, Governors,
examined the Library and found several books missing. The
catalogue was then probably re-bound, about as many leaves
again being added as were in the original book.

We know, then, the state of the Library in 1695, 1720,1733,
175', and 1807· In 1695 there were: Folios 159, Quartos 94-,
Octavos I I', total 36+ vols.; in 1720 the total was 382 vols.; in
1733 there were 4-26 vols.; in 1751 there were 4-39 vols.; on the
8th of September, 18°7, there were only 4-37 vols., and of these
29 vols. were missing on the 1st of March, 1894-. On the IZth
of March, 1894-, the number of volumes in the Library was 4-,922.
There is a great deal more to be told about the Library, which,
if the Editors allow, may appear in a later number of the
Shirburnian. W. B. W.
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£ s. d.

:Balance in Bank, Jan., t 893 32 9 3
Subscriptions 1st Term 44 16 0

2nd" SI 2 0

3rd 49 14 0

Honoraryand}' 64 ID 0
O.SS.

Governors 10 ID 0

Rent for pasture 8 0 0

Ditto for Volunteers I 0

Sundries (lunches, sale Of} 829 IScards, &c.) ..
Balance due to Treasurer 69 9 ID

£ s. d.

\Vages (groundman, pro- '} 07 0 0
fessional, and boys) I

Rent 33 0 0
Rates and Taxes 12 19 11

Plant and Repairs 33 17 4
Cricket and Football Bills 26 2 9

Miscellaneous .. 22 I

Unpaid Bills .. 126 6 8

Total £361 7 9 Total £361 7 9

The Treasurer begs to acknowledge the following
subscriptions since our last publication:-

Rev. C. C. Tancock

S. Greig

H. J. l\Iorgan
T. E. Bennett
\V. Elton

A. Devitt

R. Leigh-Clare

C. S. Baring-Gould

A. Spicer
W. H. Williams

R.Tuffin
F. Henning

Rev. W. J. Kendle

£ s. d.
I 0 0

o 10 0
I Cl

o ID 6
I 0

o
o 10 0

100

o 10 0

o
5 0 0

o 10 0

05 0

The sum collected as a parting gift to Parmenter
amounted to £15.

Mr. T.Bowley, late of the Surrey Eleven, has been engaged
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as groundkeeper and professional for this year. His attractive
shop immediately opposite the south gate of the cricket field
is well worth a visit.

The following account of his previous career may be
interesting to our readers :-

Born at Old Basford, in Notts, on Feb. 28, 1857, Bowley
has not long completed his thirty-seventh year. Better known
during the early part of his career as a batsman, he was
twenty-four years of age before he came prominently under
the notice of the executive of the Notts County Club. Though
his first appearance in the Annual Colts Match on the Trent
Bridge Ground was not until 188 I, before this he had made for
himself a cricket name. During the summerof1880, and the two
following years, he had been engaged by the Northamptonshire
Club, and very much of the success which attended that county
during the period of his engagement was due to his excep
tionCllly good all-round cricket. In 1883, in particular, his
bowling was remarkably effective. In one week he took twenty
wickets, including seven for 27 runs against the U ppingham
Rovers, and nine wickets in one innings against Essex, the latter
feat the more remarkable from the fact that the tenth batsman
was run out-for an average ofonly four runs. Bowley's intro
duction to Surrey cricket was in 1883, when he joined the ground
staffat the Oval, though itwas not until after the expiration ofthe
period of two years required to establish a residential qualifi
cation that he was able to take his place in the Surrey Eleven.
The commencement of 1885 saw his first appearance in the
Surrey Eleven, and his opening match against Essex at the
Oval on May I I, 1885, was a distinct success, at least with the
ball. Though he failed to score in the one innings he had, he
proved at once his capabilities as a bowler, going on first with
Barratt, and taking six of the ten Essex wickets at a cost of
only 24 runs. Despite several good performances, though, he
was not played regularly in the Surrey team throughout the
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season, and his absence was the more noticeable considering
that his was really the best bowling average for the county,
though only credited with thirty-three wickets against r54 to
Lohmann, and r23 to Beaumont. Some of his achievements
with the ball in r886 are worthy of conspicuous mention. In the
first innings of Cambridge University at the Oval he took five
wickets at a cost of only 3r runs, but his best feat of all that
year, though, was in the second engagement between Surrey
and the Australians. Going on first at the commencement of
the match he took seven Australian wickets for 64 runs, and it
was chiefly to his bowling, with that of Lohmann, and the
batting of Maurice Read, Abel, and Mr. W. W. Read, that
Surrey was indebted for an historic victory. In r887 the brunt
of the bowling was borne by Lohmann, Beaumont, and Bowley,
and the last-named was generally successful, as will be seen
from the fact that he delIvered just under eleven hundred overs
and took eighty-seven wickets at an average cost of just under r8
runs. Lohmann's unprecedented success with the ball in r888
dimmed somewhat the performances of the other Surrey
bowlers, still Bowley did very valuable service throughout, and
his seventy-two wickets were got for an average of under fifteen
runs. Bowley bowls very fast round-arm, faster, perhaps, than
any bowler now prominently before the public. Despite his
pace, he does not easily tire, and though inclined to be short is
remarkably straight. He is, indeed, very rarely off the wicket,
and though his delivery is not high it is easy enough to enable
him to keep up his end longer than most bowlers of his pace.
As a batsman, apparently from over-anxiety, he has hardly in
Surrey matches come up to expectation, though he has played
well on occasions. A keen cricketer, always anxious to be of
use, and in private life with an excellent character, Bowley has
made many friends in the cricket world.
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CAMBRIDGE LETTER.
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DEAR MR. EDITOR,

To expect your correspondent to send you a Cambridge
Letter this term is akin to expecting him to make bricks without
straw. Your demand comes to me while I am attempting, with
scant success, to crowd the work of six months into six days, and
while an imminent examination hangs like the sword of DamocIes
above my head, and in despair I rush to the Shirbllrnzims of
former years to see what my predecessors had to write about, and
I find that they all with one accord seem to have gone on strike
in this particular term. Why should I not strike, too? Though
sorely tempted, I will forbear, and will do my best to help you
in your lack of copy, hard taskmaster though you be.

Our much-desired match and dinner with our brethren
from Oxford fell through, but not so our Smoking Concert,
which was held on Monday, February 5th, and was a great
success, thanks chiefly to the energy of our Secretary (Mr.
Boucher), who had ransacked Cambridge for artistes worthy
of the occasion. Sherborne talent of undeniably fine quality, but
in meagre quantity, was represented by the President of the
C.U.A.C. and by Mr. Devitt, while 1\1r. Henn could not have
been surpassed as a Chairman..

The marvellous performances of Mr. Lutyens on the running
path are too famous to need repetition here. His most recent
exploit was to win the Half-mile in the University Sports in
I min. 57! sec., a record for the Cambridge track. By the time
this is in print, he will doubtless have again won the Mile in the
Inter-'Varsity Sports, in, it is to be hoped, even more than usually
phenomenal time. Our inferior athletes have been winning
inferior prizes at inferior sports.
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The Old Shirburnian and Haileyburian Football Club has not
met with the success it deserved, chiefly owing to the fact that
some of its most distinguished members were helping their colleges
on the river. For about a fortnight, at one period, the
Football Secretary (Mr. Gould) was mainly occupied in sending
out notices of matches in the evening, and careering round
Cambridge in a hansom the next morning, to say that the matches
were off. Matches, however, were played by sadly unrepresenta
tive teams against the Old Cliftonians, Marlburians, and
Rugbeians, and by a better team against the Old AlIeynians.
The latter ended in a victory for us after a splendid game. Of
the others--well, lack of space prevents the details being given.

Several Boats were assisted to victory, and occasionally to
the reverse, by Old Shirburnians in the recent Lent Races; their
names are probably recorded in another page.

This letter is not remarkable for perfection of style, nor is
it of thrilling interest, nor in any way sensational; but if you will
be so unreasonable as to demand a letter at this time of the year,
you must take what you can get.

I am, with best wishes,

Your injured and overworked

CAlVIBRIDGE CORRESPONDENT.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[MARCH,

DEAR SIR,

I wish to call especial attention to the statement of the Games Fund

Account published in this Shirbu1'1lian.

It will be observed that the debt now amounts to £69 9S. IOd., and that

with the present income there is no possibility of lessening it. On a carP.ful

estimation the necessary expenses for the current year caunot be less than £290

or the probable income more than £235.

It is clear. therefore, that to meet this finaucial crisis somethin~must be

done. I have proposed that a new Treasurer should be appointed, but that
proposition does not appear to the Authorities to be a solution of the difficulty.

Possibly some of your readers can suggest a plan by which more funds
may be raised, or at any rate more O.SS. may be induced to subscribe. Only

38 responded to the Head Master's Appeal which appeared in your last two

numbers, a very small number out of the many hundreds whose names and

addresses are to be found in the new School Register.

I know by experience that an Old Boy with the best of feelings towards
his School is apt to ignore a circular begging for money, but I am sure there

are more than 38 Old Shirburnians who would williugly give half a sovereign

or five shillings towards the Games Fund, if they could only be personally

invited to subscribe. \Vhat we want are local canvassers and collectors in

London, the Universities, and otherimportant centres. 'Vill not some patriotic

spirits volunteer? Any scheme to relieve the present situation will be kindly

welcomed.
Yours truly,

C. H. HODGSON,
Honorary Treasurer.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

When the School XV. went to play against Cheltenham last term,
they noticed that all the 1st XV. there, or XI. as the case might be, were obliged

to wear a tie of the School colours on the day of any School match.

Could not this be instituted at Sherborne, for the benefit of outsiders
and the smaller fellows, who, I am sure, often have not the very faintest idea

who represent the School.

Hoping that this will be approved of and instituted by the authorities,

I am, yours sincerely,

J.L.E.
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DEAR SIR.

The Shiybuynian.

Might not SOme less hackneyed music be selected for the School

Orchestra, as at present the Orchestra brings with it reminiscenses of Gf'rman
Bands and hurdy-gurdies. Hoping this will meet with some attent on,

I remain, yours truly,

A DISTRACTED MEMBER OF THE ORCHESTRA.

DEAR SIR,

Would it not be possible to arrange an Old Shirburnians' Race at the

Sports? I feel sure it would be a success.

Yours truly,

MYRSEY.

DEAR SIR,

Cricket is not far distant, and with it will come the annual fight about the

division of the School House Teams in the House Matches. Might I suggest

that it would save a great deal of annoyance if the House was divided into

two by placing the fellows whose names begin with letters up to L or M in

the A Section, and the others in the B Section. This is a practice which is

followed with regard to the School House at Rossall and, I believe, elsewhere.

I am,

Yours very truly,

w.

My DEAR SIR,

Last November I read with great pleasure the able Editorial which took
the place of the usual stereotyped history of the achievements of the past

year. In the summer I had heard rumours of a prospecth'e change in the

publication of the Shirbumial!, such as I was strongly in favour of, subject to

certain conditions. :My idea was not quite that of your November article,

but I expected that many influential O.SS. would send you laudatory letters,

and, while praising the new departure, suggest improvements.

My December number arrived, and lo! where I expected praise I found
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surprise and pious horror. I am afraid I shall appear to many to be ~nduly

eager to criticise the views of my elders and betters, but if you will allow me,

I will attempt to defend, or possibly emend, your proposal.

All three of your correspondents on the subject complain of the alteration
of size, and in this respect I agree with them, and hope that there is a

possibility of retaining the octavo size even when the numbers are thinner.

It would certainly be a great pity if all the bound volumes of the Shirburnian

were not of the same size, and I confess I do not quite understand why a

change of this kind is absolutely necessary. This appears to be the piece de
resistance of all your correspondents' arguments, and if this difficulty can be

removed a great step towards a compromise will have been effected.

Then ~fr. Tancock and "Editor Emeritus" would both retain the cover,

the former "for auld lang syne," and the latter apparently because it is
.. huff-coloured."

Now, Sir, I do not feel quite sure in my mind exactly what hue" buff

coloured" really is, but I do feel sure that there are scarcely ever two

consecutive numbers of the Shirburnian with covers of the same tint, and that

the various coloured garments from time to time affected by that periodical

are the reverse of beautiful. Besides, when the numbers for the year are

bound, the covers, are, I imagine, thrown away; so they are a useless and

non-ornamental expense, and it would be very easy to have the seal, which
appears at present on the cover, transferred to the head of the first page. I

do not think, however, it would be necessary to extend the honour of

transferment to the motto about the" Trivial Grammer School Text." lance

heard one of the present respected staff of Sherborne masters explain how this

curiously feeble quotation attained to its present dignified position. Apparently

the first Editor, in his vain search for a suitable motto, was driven to

desperation and his Latin Prose Book. He opened the latter at a venture, and,

there at the beginning ofthe 3 I jth .. passage for translation" these sage words
met his eyes, and he seized upon them for want of better! If the new issue is

really going to assume tangible form, let us brave the wrath of Lord Bacon's

shade, and either have a royal motto beneath the seal, or none at all.

To continue, a "Former Editor" in his most eloquent letter expresses

his opinion that two numbers punctually produced would be enough. I

humbly beg to differ from him. I think that 3 or 4 smaller numbers, more

up to date, would be gladly welcomed by both present and past members of
the School, and would also be very beneficial in helping to spread more

quickly and more fully the news of our prowess in every branch of literature,

science and athletics. As to a "Former Editor's" rather sarcastic allusion

to the unpunctual appearance of the present two numbers, I need only say
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that a change in the issue would naturaIly necessitate a change in the Editorial

Staft, and I have no doubt that able and wiIIing Editors wiII be found to carry
out the reform successfuIly.

I fail to see that this scheme involves any" break in the continuity of the
history or traditions of the School" or any" degradation of the literary

dignity" of the paper.

With n:any apologies to the able writers on the other side, and to all the
readers of the Shirburnian for my lengthy trespass upon their attention, and
with especial thanks to you, Mr. Editor, if you are good enough to insert this
very tedious expression of my weIl-wishes for the School,

I am,

Yours very sincerely,

ANOTHER FORMER EDITOR.

O.S. NEWS.

The following have been rowing in their College Lent Boats
at Cambridge :-Caius 1., K. R. Hay Ca); Corpus, L. C. Powys
Ca); 1st Trinity Ill, H. Dixon Ca); 1st Trinity V., C. J. Harvey
Cb); l\Iagdalene, E. J. Holberton Ca).

The following have won prizes in College Athletic Sports at
Cambridge:-W. E. LutyensCa). Peterhouse Sports, 1st Iooo-yds.
Strangers' Race, 2min. 19tsecs.; H. P.-S. Devitt (a), Trinity
College Sports, 2nd in 3 miles; W. J. Bensly Ca), Emmanuel
College Sports, 2nd in Freshmen's 200 yds., and 2nd ill Boating

Handicap 300 yds.; J. Rick-man, Emmanuel College Sports, 2nd
in 2 miles.

At the Cambridge University Sports W. E. Lutyens (a) won
the mile in 4- min. 23 sec., and the half-mile in I min. 57! secs.
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C. Dixon Ca) has been playing Rugby for Cambridge
University and also for BIackheath.

L. C. Powys Cf) has been elected Secretary of Corpus College
R.U.F.C.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The Games Committee has heen constituted as follows:-
J. F. Cunningham (d), Captain of Football; J. E. Stevens
(c), Captain of Cricket; H. G. K. Young Ca); C. A. S. Ridout,

Captain of the School; G. W. Honnywill (a); H. C. Comber
(d), Captain of the Gymnasium; L. G. Stanger-Leathes (b).

The following left last term :-Of the XV., H. Laurie Ca),
A. W. H. Reid-Taylor (a). Of the XL, H. Laurie (a). Of
the VI., A. W. H. Reid-Taylor (a).

The Digby prizes have been awarded as follows :-For
Mathematics and Science, C. A. S. Ridout; for History and
Modern Languages, H. \V. Warren (d).

We must congratulate E. W. P. Temperley (a) on
obtaining an Exhibition for Mathematics at Kings' College,
Cambridge.

An interesting lecture was delivered in the big School-room
on Saturday, February 24th, by Mr. M. J. Rendall, Assistant
Master at Winchester College, on "HeIIas," illustrated by
some very picturesque Magic Lantern Views.
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J. F. Cunningham (d) has been made a prefect.

239

The House Matches have beeu· played as follows:
Juniors: The Three Cock Houses (Wilson's, Hodgson's,
Blanch's) beat the School House by two tries to nil.
Wilson's beat Hodgson's; Final, Wilson's beat Blanch's.
Seniors: Hodgson's beat VVildman's and Day Boys; Wilson's
beat Blanch's. Semi-final, Wilson's beat Hodgson's.

The Three Cock Houses (\Vilson's, Hodgson's, Blanch's)
beat the School House by two goals to nil. An account of these
Matches will appear in our next issue.

The following have been presented with their colours
since our last issue:-1st XV.-E. M. Wakefield, G. W.
Honnywill, "vV. H. Dalton, and A. Dixon. 2nd XV.-O. M.
Dyke, G. Partridge, E. W. P. Tempedey, H. W. Warren,
E. H. McEnery, L. G. Stanger-Leathes, H. P. Forshaw
and P. Leslie.

The date fixed for Commemoration Day is June 20th, a

specially suitable day for Sherborne, being the date of Her
Majesty's Accession and also of the Translation of Edward,
King of West Saxons. The preacher will be the Dean of
\Vells. The speeches are to be curtailed, and the O.S. match
will begin in the afternoon. We regret to hear that Mr. C. S.
Whitehead will not be able to captain the O.S. team, as he
has done for so many years. The Head Master hopes that
as many O.SS. as possible will come down for Commemoration.

The 129th Concert of the Musical Society will take place

on Monday, April 16th, when Sterndale Bennett's ,,'Woman
of Samaria " will be performed.
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The Editors of the Shirburman desire in the name of the
School to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Hodgson on the birth
of their son and heir.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

X.Y.Z.-Apply to the Captain of the Games.

P.H.W.B.-The event you refer to happened five or
SIX years ago.

12 X I.-Your letter was mislaid; an apology is due to
you.

The Editor acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the
following :-Cambridge Review, Alleynian, Marlburian, Carthusian,
Bradfield College Chronicle, Bathonian, Ousel, Rossallian, H ailey
burian, Lorettonian, Tonbridgian, Reptoniall, Felstedian, Aldenhamian,
Fettesian, Elizabethan, The Blue, Brightonian, Bromsgrovwn,
Lancing College Magazine, Berkltampstedian, King's College School

Magazine, University Extension World, Clavinian, Wykhamist,
Wellingtonian, Laxtonian.

(a), School House; (b), Blanch's; (c), Wilson's; (d),
Hodgson's; (f), Wildman's.

We apologize for the late appearance of this number, which
is due in great part to the indisposition of the Editor.
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All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 3/3 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requestedtocom
municate at once with the EDITOR, as otherwise the Shirburnian
cannot possibly be forwarded to them. This applies especially
to subscribers entering or leaving the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted: but the full
name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be
opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the
whole is to be sent in at once.

N ~ contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of !lome one who is, of has been, a member of the
School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are .requested to write legibly,
and only on O.NE side of the paper

J. C. AND A. T. SAWTELL, PRINTERS, SHRRBORNE.


